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Dark matter problem

Standard model of cosmology: 

 ΛCDM

Cosmological constant Cold dark matter



Not this time…



Evidence of dark matter (ex.1)

Rotation curves of galaxies



Evidence of dark matter (ex.2)

The power spectrum of temperature fluctuations in CMB

ΛCDM model

Planck data 2013



Evidence of dark matter (ex.3)

Bullet cluster



Evidence of dark matter (ex.3)

Bullet cluster

matter distribution 
from grav. lensing

X-ray image
(~ visible galaxy)
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XENONnT experiment

● particles:           WIMP
● interaction:        direct
● interaction rate: rare
● target:               Liquid Xenon
● predecessor:    XENON1T

Mass of WIMP
rare = ?



sensitivity band . many experiments/words
exclusion plot - one experiment/realization



Brazilian plot



XENONnT experiment

● particles:           WIMP
● interaction:        direct
● interaction rate: rare
● target:               Liquid Xenon
● predecessor:    XENON1T

SPOILER: 
We will construct sensitivity graphs 

 σ vs mWIMP

ourselves (hands-on activity)!







1) WIMP interacts with nuclei.
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1) WIMP interacts with nuclei.

2) Scintillation, UV photons (S1).

3) Ionization, drifting, amplification 
and scintillation (S2).
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https://github.com/FlamTeam/flamedisx

https://github.com/FlamTeam/flamedisx


FD enhances sensitivity by replacing template fitting with TensorFlow 
computations and expanding the dimensions in the likelihood.

template fiting!!!

https://github.com/FlamTeam/flame
disx

Flamedisx enhances direct DM detection with LXe TPC by increasing the dimensions in 
likelihoods using TensorFlow. This improves the sensitivity.

https://github.com/FlamTeam/flamedisx
https://github.com/FlamTeam/flamedisx
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Flamedisx: Hands-on activity

Tasks:
Construct σ vs mWIMP (sensitivity) plot 

for simulated data and different background models 
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S1 vs S2 TODO

Task: put them together
Task: explain 











Task: How to explain star in our sensitivity 
band?
Task: What is sensitivity plot is under the true 
value?
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Summary

1. We understood the basics of Flamedisx.

2. We constructed the sensitivity plot σ vs mWIMP for different 

background models (ER, NR, different spectra).

3. We found a typo in code.

4. We didn’t find dark matter.



Thank you!
Pietro, Marco, Pavel





Backup Slides





Maybe we will discard this…













Show the source functions and say that they have these type of source, a flat one 
from radon and some peaks from argon

Argon - 2.8 keV, extra background. The sensitivity can be better if it is in the 
underground


